for MDaemon

Proactive, Layered Protection Against Spam,
Viruses, and Malicious Email

Key Features
•• Zero-Hour Virus Outbreak
Protection - Real-time pattern
analysis provides much faster
protection than traditional filter and
signature based solutions that require
detecting, defining, and disseminating
new virus information.

SecurityPlus for MDaemon Messaging Server extends the built-in security
features of MDaemon, providing an additional layer of defense to stop security
trouble before it starts. By combining multiple security safeguards, it blocks
virtually all known dangers, plus prevents infection of newly released threats. It
proactively protects email users against viruses, spam, phishing attacks, spyware,
and other types of unwanted and harmful email. It relieves pressure on network
resources—including bandwidth, computer resources, and time—by refusing entry
to malicious email.

•• Inline Antivirus Scanning SecurityPlus scans messages inline
during each SMTP session, effectively
stopping malicious software at the
email entrance to your network.
•• Urgent Update Notification - When
a high-risk virus threat is identified,
you can select to be notified and
trigger SecurityPlus to automatically
initiate a database update of the latest
virus definitions.
•• Versatile Control - When an infected
attachment is detected and you have
selected to not block the message
outright, you have the option to clean
it, quarantine it, delete it, or allow
MDaemon’s Content Filter to handle it.

Configuration screen for Outbreak Protection.
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Key Benefits
•• Proactive Protection.
Real-time, heuristic technology
analysis of internet email patterns can
detect threats, often within minutes of
an outbreak.
•• Full Integration.
Designed to operate seamlessly with
the MDaemon Email Server, providing
unparalleled protection of your
messaging system.
•• Accurate Detection.
High rate of accuracy in message
analysis virtually eliminates the
misidentification of legitimate email.
•• Simple Administration.
Automatic update scheduling,
administrative log files, and intelligent
defaults make protecting your system
easy.
•• Multiple Layers of Protection.
SecurityPlus incorporates signature
matching, heuristic analysis, and “zero
hour™” antivirus protection to deliver
the strongest solution available for the
MDaemon Messaging Server.

SecurityPlus detects infected attachments in both plain
text and HTML messages. When an infected attachment is
detected and you have selected to not block the message
outright, you have the option to clean it, quarantine it, delete
it, or allow MDaemon’s Content Filter to handle it.

•• Investment Protection.
Includes one year of renewable
Upgrade Protection, providing free
upgrades to the latest product
versions for the duration of the
Upgrade Protection term.

System Requirements
•• MDaemon 9.5 or higher
•• The number of SecurityPlus user
licenses must equal (or be greater than)
the number of user accounts in your
MDaemon server, otherwise, you will not
be able to add new MDaemon accounts,
or SecurityPlus will be deactivated until
you increase your SecurityPlus license
size
•• Microsoft Windows XP Service Pack
2/2003 Service Pack 1/Vista/2008/
7/2012/8/10 (including 64-bit versions)
•• CPU 800 MHz processor or higher
(dual core CPU 2.4 GHz or higher
recommended)
•• 512 MB of RAM (1 GB recommended)
•• TCP/IP network protocol installed
•• Internet or Intranet communication
capabilities
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Inline Virus Scanning and Customizable Settings.
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